
 

 

Genocide against Macedonians in the 21st century 

Republic of Macedonia is a captive occupied country, and Macedonians live under terrible terror and 

all kinds of violations of human rights by the dictatorial regime headed by Prime Minister Zaev. 

Breach of all elementary human rights and freedoms, in the sphere of freedom of speech, freedom 

of the media, the right to a fair judiciary are violated and all institutions are captured absolutely, and 

the government is overwhelmed by corruption and nepotism. The lawlessness goes as far as the 

Prime Minister, as a brutal dictator and the government, outside its jurisdiction and the Constitution 

of the Republic of Macedonia, signs international agreements with other countries to the detriment 

of the Macedonian people and its state. With those agreements, as with the agreement with Greece, 

the state of Macedonia breaks, discriminates, humiliates the Macedonian people in a compare to all 

other nations, and sets Greece in a hegemonic, occupying, superior and narrative role on the 

Macedonians. The inhumanity of this government and the violation of the elementary human rights 

of self-determination of Macedonians, with the intention not to wipe out all institutions within the 

state and international agreements, goes to what is planned to call a referendum for us 

Macedonians by gender to declare themselves a ballot paper whether we are or are not 

Macedonians which is terrible, discriminatory, insulting and irreconcilable for the 21st century. In 

this agreement signed by this dictatorship government, it is also foreseen to delete the Macedonian 

language, which is otherwise coded language and one of the oldest living languages on the planet, 

and its renaming with the word " slavs " Macedonian, which is otherwise a tribal name from 2th 

century ,and is unheard of behavior for 21 century.This agreement is also predicting for the 

Macedonians not to have a rights to learn and know their own history and to be strongly punished 

and prosecuted if they dare to right or teach about this.    

We Macedonians by genus seek protection from this genocide. 

In addition I am sending you a letter with the genesis of events since the beginning of the 

establishment of this genocidal government in 2017 to the present day. 


